Gabriel Elisavetsky

gabrielelisavetsky.com

Pro le

Frontend web developer with some backend experience. Energetic team
player looking for employment to deliver outstanding websites and experiences through engaging
customer interaction and ef cient behind-the-scenes work. I'm outgoing and focused, a quick
learner, and have great social skills to collaborate and develop an exceptional end-result. I am not
afraid of challenges either!

Skills

Hugo | HTML | CSS | SCSS | vanillaJS | React.js | Babel | Webpack |
Browserify | git | Express | Mongoose | EJS | Snipcart | Web_design |
Live_10 | iZotope_RX9

Experience

Audio Engineer | “¡Oye! Real Reina$ Grow” Podcast; Los Angeles, CA

Sep 2021 - Jan 2022

“The sound guy” & Director of Editing for a podcast about being an intersectional group of artists
creating a platform to learn, advocate, and explore our own opinions and how cultural identity
shapes all opinions whether it be conscious or subconscious.
Duf Racer | Duf ; Los Angeles, CA

Feb 2019 - Jul 2019

Working as a “Duf Racer,” preparing orders for customers and bringing it to them on the UCLA
campus via electric scooter or boosted board. Our team managed to get down to an average of 10
minutes between order and delivery.
Cast Member | Disney Store; Los Angeles, CA

May 2017 - Aug 2018

Working as a “Cast Member,” doing sales, cashiering, assisting guests throughout their purchase
process, stocking and replenishing, and delivering in-store magical events to guests (interactive
presentations for customers).
Actor | Sovereign Talent Group; Los Angeles, CA

Mar 2012 - Sep 2022

Susan Havins, agent. Working as an actor being sent out on auditions, continually studying for new
roles, taking new headshots, and attending different workshops/classes including one being taught
by my agent's husband.
CIT | Sierra Sleep-Away Camp; Bass Lake, CA

Aug 2015 - Sep 2015

Worked as a counselor in training in charge of a group of 8 – 10-year-olds. Supervised/entertained
the children during everyday activities like hiking, swimming, and wakeboarding/waterskiing.

Education

University of California, Los Angeles – B.A. in Theater (Acting)

Hobbies

Producing music, acting, longboarding, snowboarding, billiards

Other Languages

Spanish (read & write)
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Los Angeles, CA, USA | gabe.dev.for.you@ski .com

